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WALL CLOCK—DATAMAXX 3300
Integrated labor tracking, job cost, materials
and equipment with
Windows technology

Tracking and collecting employee time to increase your
company’s profitability has
never been more important.

packages. You simply bring information over from your accounting system automatically, and on an ongoing basis, as
well as sending the information
back quickly and easily using
the Data-Maxx interface.

So, Data-Maxx made it easy
by bringing its powerful labor
tracking and reporting capabilities to the DataMaxx 3300
wall clock. Now, you get
comprehensive data collection and two-way data int e g r a ti o n i n a t o u c h
screen capture environment.

The Data-Maxx 3300 wall
clock solution provides powerful two-way data integration with over 100 of today's most popular accounting software

The user-friendly interface is
menu-driven and features predefined drop-down lists for labor,
equipment, materials, inventory,
production, and daily reporting.
Employees, jobs, and cost codes
are also available via drop down

POWERFUL TWO WAY INTEGRATION

Two-way integration means less
work and current, accurate information for your busy supervisors as well as your accounting
and payroll staff. Up-to-date
drop-down menu information
can be transmitted to your
DataMaxx 3300 wall clock from
any Data-Maxx- supported accounting system and dropdown
choices can be controller per
device When the home office
adds new employees, jobs, cost
codes, tasks, etc., into the accounting system, that information is collected by DataMaxx which sends it to your
clock.

Transferring data into your payroll system is also fast and easy.
Once the data has been synced
to the office, you have the opportunity to review, edit, approve, or print reports on it
from our administrative software. It can then be imported
into most accounting systems
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EASY TO USE INTERFACE
Employee information, jobs, tasks, and
equipment worked on can be collected and
stored directly into your DataMaxx 3300
clock. The clock supports Ethernet, WI-FI,
and MI-FI connections to fit in any environment. It’s rugged, locking case allows you to
mount it or simply have it as a portable time
clock. The clock itself can run on AC power
or battery power. Battery backup typically
lasts three (3) hours, but depends on use.

Employees can be clocked in or out, and
switched to different jobs, and or tasks within the same job. Data may be entered by
direct key entry, drop-down menus (which
can be pre-populated by Data-Maxx), or by
scanning in the information.

You can collect data in real
time or after-the-fact at the
end of the day. In real time
mode, the device applies the
date and time for the arrival,
departure and switching of
employee. Employees can
switch from job to job or task
to task an unlimited number
of times throughout the day.

Up-to-the-minute Reporting
Use the DataMaxx 3300 wall clock
to collect and process daily work
force information. DataMaxx
provides over 60 reports and
places important management
information at your fingertips:


Time employees arrived and
departed from the job, and
the jobs/tasks they have
worked on



Time and labor costs



Equipment used on the job
and when it was checked in
or out
Materials moving in and out
of the job
Production quantities installed on the job
Service work orders completed or in process





With DataMaxx, you can produce bar codes
for your employees, as well as other data
and scan them in. You can choose different
types of employee identification on the
DataMaxx 3300 clock including bar code
swipe, bar code gun, fingerprint reader, and
RFID reader.

User definable prompts can be selected per
clock such as Employee, Job, Task, Etc. With
just the Employee prompt turned on the employee just touches the type of operation
such as IN, OUT, etc. scans their card or enters their number and it’s as simple as that
to clock in.

And yes, you can use DataMaxx to
track temp employees and subcontractors as well!

Keep track of your business
wherever you do business

Call 886-995-0184 Today!
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